Valkyrie Sentinel
COVERT VEHICLE TRACKER
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COSTS AND FITTING
INFORMATION

Luxury vehicles and classic cars are always on the criminal’s shopping list. Often stolen to
order, they are almost instantly sold on, meaning your prized asset could quickly be on its
way out of the country never to be seen again. Valkyrie provides specialist covert tracking
equipment that is easily installed in a single vehicle or multi-vehicle collection, reports in
daily, and can be monitored from any internet-enabled device. It is self-powered, quick
and easy to install, adding immediate, state-of-the-art security protection to your prized
possessions.

Valkyrie Asset Tracking Solutions allow you to locate, monitor and optimise your vehicles
and personal assets. Our advanced trackers use the latest technology, providing pinpoint
accuracy whether periodically or in real time. All Valkyrie trackers are wireless, and have an
intelligent power management system in order to reduce power consumption and prolong
battery life.
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Costs:
•
•

£895 + VAT (per Sentinel tracker) for a two year period*
10% discount available on additional trackers purchased to be fitted at the same location

Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Valkyrie technician to fit tracker at vehicle(s) location
Valkyrie third party monitoring (upon request)
Multi positioning device - only multi-network SIM cards utilised for GSM component
Call-out service in the event of technical issues
Tamper alert – notification of removal from original installation
Waterproof to IPX5 rating
Operating temperature, -20⁰C῀ to +70⁰C
Device battery monitoring and low battery notification (via Valkyrie)
Stolen Vehicle Recovery (SVR): Utilising Valkyrie’s extensive resources and partner matrix
across the security sector, we are able (on request) to recover high-value vehicles should
they be stolen. If the client requires SVR services we will assess all circumstances of the
loss on a case-by-case basis and, where recovery is deemed possible, quote the client for
recovery
Fully transferable between vehicles (Terms and Conditions apply)
Access to the Valkyrie tracker app
Addition of CCTV feed to Valkyrie tracker app (on assessment/if compatible)
Two year device warranty

Notes:
•

Fitting costs are calculated on locations inside the M25, locations outside the M25 will incur
additional costs, such as travel. These costs will be calculated on a case-by-case basis
*Subsequent two year periods will be charged at £550 + VAT
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OUR OFFICE
Valkyrie (GB) Ltd.
22 South Audley Street
Mayfair, London
W1K 2NY
CONTACT
sentinel@valkyrie.co.uk
+44 (0) 20 7499 9323
www.valkyrie.co.uk

